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Abstract
In this article, the students teachers’ opinions, including rock formation and improper 

terms related to or diff erent from these ideas, all of which are considered or must be 

considered in geology classes, have been analyzed. Alternative conception is used to in-

form our understanding of students teachers’ ideas and describe any conceptual diffi  cul-

ties which are diff erent from or inconsistent with the accepted scientifi c defi nition. Th e 

sample consists of 24 student teachers. We have stated that most student teachers have 

diff erent alternative conceptions in mind even though they have previously followed one 

undergraduate Earth Sciences course. In order to explain the student teachers alternatives 

conceptions regarding rock formation, four basic unconscious beliefs have been discovered 

and described from the results of the analyses. Th ese four beliefs, defi ned as: Rock - Scales 

of Space and Time - Stable Earth - Human Intervention, are used with the purpose of 

explaining the considered database outputs and alternative conceptions.
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Earth science is the study of solid and liquid matter that forms the 

Earth. Th e fi eld of earth science encompasses the study of composition, 

structure, physical properties, dynamics, and history of Earth materials, 

and processes by which they are formed, moved, and changed.

We agree with Asarraf and Orion (2009) when they write “the earth 

science education gives the student the knowledge and the ability to 

draw conclusions regarding subjects such as preservation of energy, 

economizing on water, proper utilization of global resources.” In addi-

tion, the teaching of Earth sciences may raise students’ consciousness of 

what is happening around them, in their local environment, country, or 

the world.

As is obvious from its defi nition and scope, Earth Science education 

requires concentration on four fundamental fi elds: (i) Th e structure of 

the Earth (rock, mantle etc), (ii) Th e evolution mechanisms of the vari-

ous parts of the Earth, (iii) Th e motion of the entire planet in a celestial 

sense (a study that started to gain its modern form in the time of Co-

pernicus), and (iv) living organisms on the Earth.

A review of the literature on the topic indicates that most western coun-

tries’ national curriculum in earth science education require children de-

velop a scientifi c understanding of the Earth’s materials and processes, 

of the Earth’s structure, providing the context for such an understand-

ing (King, 2008). In seeking to support student understanding in this 

domain, the constructivist theories of learning and teaching provide a 

model which highlights the importance of students’ existing ideas as the 

focus for conceptual change.

According to the constructivist learning theory, students actively con-

struct meaning from their experiences, using their existing conceptual 

frameworks (Osborne, & Wittrock, 1985). Mental models of how the 

world works are unique to the observer and not always easily explained 

to others. Models may be inconsistent and students may believe one 

thing but verbalize another (Vosniadou, & Brewer, 1992), perhaps in 

response to facts they have memorized. Teachers need to investigate 

student ideas and fi nd ways to incorporate these viewpoints into the 

learning-teaching dialogue. Student beliefs that contradict those widely 

accepted by the scientifi c community are often persistent and reappear 

if not addressed directly.

Research on student understanding arises from a constructivist view 
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of science learning (Driver, Guesne, & Tiberghien, 1985). Th is view of 

knowledge posits that learning is a complex process in which instruc-

tional experiences interact with the learner’s existing beliefs, experienc-

es, and knowledge. Student learning always depends on what students 

bring to the classroom as well as the experiences they have therein. If 

learners already have theories of how the world works including their 

misconceptions, instruction must be structured to acknowledge and 

challenge such understanding (Driver, & Erickson, 1983).

In this article, we will use the term “alternative conceptions” to indi-

cate student beliefs about the Earth’s structure before formal instruc-

tion on the topic and “misconception” to refer to those ideas contra-

dicting scientifi c consensus views. Student alternative conceptions and 

misconceptions concerning geoscience-related concepts have been well 

documented and analyzed by several researchers in the past. Th ese in-

clude: Minerals, Rocks and Fossils: Happs (1982, 1985); Russell, Bell, 

Longden, & McGigan (1993); Sharp, Mackintosh, & Seedhouse 

(1995); Dove (1997, 1998) Ford (2005); Th e Earth’s processes: Moun-

tains, Volcanoes, Earthquakes, Weathering and Erosion and Geologi-

cal time: Trend (1998); Zen (2001); Dal (2005, 2007a, 2007b, 2008); 

Earthquakes and the Structure of the Earth: Lillo (1994); Kali, & Orion 

(1996); Marques, & Th ompson (1997); Sneider, & Ohadi (1998); Ru-

tin & Sofer (2007); the Water Cyle: Bar (1989); Kali, Orion, & Eylon 

(2003); Asarraf & Orion (2009); Space Science: Sharp et al. (1995); and 

Vosniadou, & Brewer (1992).

Reviewing the literature on student ideas about geoscience education 

highlights a paucity of research in student teachers’ ideas related to 

Earth structure and calls for more studies on the topic. In the litera-

ture, some studies such as Abraham, Williamson, & Westbrook (1994); 

Trumper, & Gorsky (1996); and Tsaparlis (2003) reported that students’ 

alternative conceptions are derived from their teachers. If teachers hold 

alternative conceptions, they will have diffi  culty identifying their stu-

dents’ alternative conceptions and correcting them. For this reason, an 

investigation of alternative conceptions among student teachers would 

be worthwhile. In this article, the student teachers’ ideas, including rock 

formation and the improper terms related to or diff erent from these 

ideas, all of which are considered or must be considered in geology 

classes, have been analyzed.
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Purpose of the Research

Th e purpose of this study is to reveal the general conceptual patterns of 

student teachers regarding rock formation. More specifi cally, we focus 

on the alternative conceptions of student teachers and their subconscious 

causes. Th is study has been designed to teach the methods which will 

be followed by primary school teachers to eff ectively teach Earth sci-

ences and develop strategies to work out which alternative conceptions 

students might have. Th e methodologies will also aid student teachers 

in detecting the causes of misunderstandings in existing syllabus.

Methods
Sample

Th e sample consists of 24 student teachers (22 females and 2 males) 

who have attended the training course at the IUFM in Paris. Th e study 

was conducted during the fi rst semester compulsory course called “geo-

logical processes.” Th e purpose of the course is to study the concepts of 

“rocks, minerals, and fossils” that play an integral role in understanding 

the evolutionary and functional mechanisms of the Earth. Each mem-

ber of the sample group has studied at least one other course on the for-

mation of rocks at undergraduate level prior to enrolling in this course. 

Procedure

During the study, we’ve used grounded theory (Straus, 1987) and con-

tent analysis methodology (Rosengren, 1981), which are both struc-

tured in order to develop a theory from the results of the analyses. 

Th e analyses of four diff erent works of student teachers are used as the 

database in this study: the fi rst one was collected at the end of the class 

hour before any educational activity has been initiated and three oth-

ers are collected at the end of the academic term after advancing in the 

courses.

Quantitative research method was used to ascertain the students’ logi-

cal senses on the subject. We have concentrated on the minimum fre-

quency of ideas in our limited sample, allowing us to perform more 

detailed analyses. Th ese are eff ectuated quantitatively. Th e data have also 

been analyzed in terms of sex and age groups but as no discriminatory 

evidence was found, these classifi cations were later dropped.
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Results

Th e study revealed that 9% of the sample explained the rock forming 

processes satisfactorily enough to convince the earth scientists, while 

91% were not able to satisfy the earth scientists. Despite the fact that 

all the samples had previously studied at least one earth science course, 

they had serious, non-geological misunderstandings on rock formation. 

Although there was not a systematic way of misunderstanding in each 

work of the student teachers, the misconceptions included alternative 

conception models. By alternative conception models, we do not mean 

random, mistaken ideas but ideas that, while being wrong, included co-

herent thinking employing scientifi c ideas.

Th e results show that the student teachers’ ideas about specifi c earth 

science concepts vary in terms of their diff erentiation, organization, and 

vocabulary, suggestive of diff erent levels of understanding that facilitate 

their categorization as alternative conception models. Th ese appear in-

ternally consistent and coherent in their approximation to a scientifi c 

understanding.

We have stated that most student teachers have diff erent alternative 

conceptions in mind even though they have previously followed the 

same undergraduate earth sciences course. For example, student teach-

ers designate that sedimentary rock is formed by sand clumping in the 

bottoms of rivers; in other words, they have this strange belief that peb-

bles enlarge. Th ese ideas, which are already denied by scientifi c facts, 

construct a solid chain diffi  cult to break once clustered.

Th us, we have defi ned here the basic categories of patterns of student 

ideas to which the works of each student teacher are encoded. Th e re-

sults of the analyses bring out 12 categories which are entitled as fol-

lows: Rock; Formation; Th e Changing Earth; Lithifi cation; Sense of 

Time; Erosional Model; Igneous, Sedimentary, Metamorphic Rocks; 

Formed Where Found; Origin; Human Intervention; Natural Disas-

ters; Accuracy.

In order to explain the conceptual patterns of student teachers regard-

ing rock formation, four basic alternative conception models have been 

discovered and described from the results of the analyses. Th ese four 

models, defi ned as Rock, Scales of Time, Stable Earth, and Human 

Intervention, are used with the purpose of explaining the considered 

database output and misconceptions.
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Rock

59% of the sample used the term “rock” in the same sense as “stone”, 

while 31% referred to rock as a category (such as arcose (a sedimentary 

sandstone that includes feldspar in it)) or mass. Similar to fi ndings by 

Happs (1982) and Russell et al. (1993), when asked how a sandstone 

becomes a rock, 38%, instead of explaining the formation of a rock 

type that also includes pebbles, explained that the pebbles change and 

become more rounded because of atmospheric conditions. 48% of the 

sample explained lithifi cation as pebbles growing and the unifi cation of 

diff erent minerals that melt together.

Scales of Time

Similar to fi ndings by Trend (1998) and Zen (2001), 24% never men-

tioned timescales. 26% used the term “long time” and 15% associated 

this “long time” with “millions of years”. 6% associated middle time 

scales with “thousands of years.” 29% related the concept of “short time” 

to “years or less.”

Stable Earth

Similar to fi ndings by Bar (1989), Dal (2008) and Asarraf & Orion 

(2009), only 36% of the sample relate rock formation to the changing 

eff ects of atmospheric conditions and only 32% related rock formation 

processes to natural disasters. 30% believed that rocks formed in a single 

place without any transportation process.

Human Intervention

Similar to fi ndings by Osborne & Freyberg (1985), 32% of the sample 

mentioned human intervention in the changes and formation of the 

rocks through the transportation of particles.

Discussion

Th is study highlights the possibility that within a conceptually-con-

fi ned area like geoscience, student teachers’ ideas of closely related con-

cept groups tend to be uneven, creating a critical barrier and prevent-

ing the long term development of a scientifi c, holistic idea of how the 

Earth functions as a dynamic, integrated system. As pointed out above, 

this necessitates a scientifi c, descriptive understanding of each concept 

group as well as a casual understanding of the relationship between 

them. Th e study revealed the student teachers’ alternative conceptions 

in relation to the following four main types of alternative conception 
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models (barriers to learning), and indeed all the students’ productions 

serve to emphasize these fi ndings. 

In light of these four structured alternative conception models, our re-

search shows that the chain of generalized alternative conceptions re-

sults from the interaction of the students’ individual world views (inter-

acting with meaningful experiences to produce belief ) with educational 

activity. 

In considering the function of alternative conceptions on student teach-

ers’ ideas of earth science concepts, it may be that they operate in a 

analogous way to the possible sub-conscious intuitive theories of naïve 

physics held by student teachers which structure their knowledge ac-

quisition of physical phenomena (O’Laughlin, 1992). Although such 

comparisons cannot be taken too far and would merit further investiga-

tion, it is suggested that student teachers’ existing alternative concep-

tions may infl uence the way knowledge is interpreted and understood 

in this domain, particularly evident when the appropriate alternative 

conception is absent.

Constructivist point of view proposes a number of educational method-

ologies to avoid alternative conceptions in general. Th ese methods typi-

cally concern pre-evaluations including the collective production of the 

models which will bring to light the students’ opinions using activities 

they develop themselves and discussions which force them to express 

their ideas, while letting the students benefi t from the manner of think-

ing of others (Develay, 1992; Driver, 1988; Weathley, 1991). Th erefore, 

if we take the alternative conceptions into account in planning future 

activities in teacher education and science curriculum development, stu-

dents may have a better chance to scientifi cally develop the fundamen-

tal concepts of science. Since these concepts are building blocks for later 

learning, their development will help students meaningfully grasp the 

advanced concepts of science.

As another approach, it can be proposed to analyze how geologists de-

velop the theories explaining the Earths’ structure and its internal and 

external processes. Considering that all geologists were once students, 

it can be useful to analyze each step up to and including their last one, 

which fi nally supports scientifi c wisdom in the fi eld of rock formation. 

From this point on, it is necessary to apply a series of restructuring 

principles (by relating to other disciplines of natural science, namely 
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physics, chemistry, and biology) in an educational program of earth sci-

ence courses stylized similarly to the geologist’s manner of thought in 

order to develop ideas, avoiding alternative conceptions and shaping a 

better geological perception.

Finally, the education that student teachers receive will be transferred 

to the students that will shape the future of their country. Th erefore, 

designing a way of learning that involves the elimination of alternative 

conceptions by setting up a kind of fi lter through the use of laborato-

ries and fi eld studies is especially important in science and technology 

courses, particularly in the Earth Sciences.
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